Abstract Based on the data collected with the H1 and ZEUS detectors at HERA, recent results on strangeness, charm and beauty production in ep collision are presented.
Introduction
At HERA strange quarks are produced in the nonperturbative process of color string fragmentation, which constitutes the dominant production mechanism of strange hadrons. In deep-inelastic scattering (DIS), strange quarks also originate from the strange sea in the nucleon, boson-gluon fusion and heavy quark decays. Therefore the study of strange hadrons production allows us to investigate the strong interaction in both the perturbative and non-perturbative regimes. In addition data on the Λ-Λ production asymmetry from HERA are of interest as an experimental constraint for theories of baryon number transfer [1] .
Due to the large mass scale, heavy quark production offers a sensitive test of QCD predictions, which is dominated by boson-gluon fusion where the photon is emitted from the incoming lepton and the gluon from the proton. The large charm production cross section offers a unique place to study excited charm and charm-strange mesons produced in ep collisions. The further measurements of these states will help us understand their properties which challenge the theoretical description of heavy quark resonances.
Compared to charm production, beauty production is suppressed by a factor of approximately 200. Charm and beauty measurements performed at HERA so far relied on the tagging of only one heavy quark in each event. While the charm measurements were mostly based on the reconstruction of D mesons, in beauty measurements different experimental techniques, semileptonic decays or lifetime signatures or both, can be used to tag a beauty quark.
In this talk, we present the recent results on strangeness, charm and beauty production based on the data collected with the ZEUS and H1 detectors. The ZEUS and H1 detectors are two multipurpose magnetic detector designed to study ep scattering at HERA which are described in detail in Ref. [2] .
2 Strangeness production
The data collected by the H1 detector corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 50 pb −1 was used in this analysis [3] . The measurement was performed in the DIS regime with the energy requirement of the scattered electron, E e > 11 GeV. The virtuality of the exchanged photon is required to be 2 < Q 2 < 100 GeV 2 for K 0 S and Λ(Λ), and 5 < Q 2 < 100 GeV 2 for K * ± . The selection of strange mesons depends on the measurement of their final charged daughter particles. The tracks of the daughters of K 0 S and Λ(Λ) must be in the central region of the detector and must point back to a common secondary decay vertex with the direction of flight of the mother particle constrained to the primary event vertex. The transverse momentum p T and the pseudorapidity η of the strange me-son candidates must satisfy 0.5 < p T < 3.5 GeV and |η| < 1.3 for K 0 S and Λ(Λ), and p T > 1.0 GeV and |η| < 1.5 for K * ± . After above selection, the number of signals, about 213000 K 0 S , 22000 Λ, 20000Λ and 79000 K * ± , is obtained by fitting the invariant mass spectra with two Gaussian plus a background functions. The total inclusive production cross sections in the visible kinematic range are determined to be: Fig. 1 (see Ref. [3] for more figures). The differential cross section measurements quickly decrease when the value of the variables Q 2 and p T increase. The η cross section is flat for K 0 S but rises in the forward region for Λ. The CDM model with λ s = 0.3 agrees with the data although it has difficulties with the η shape and at low p T . The K * ± differential cross section measured in the laboratory frame are also compared to models with λ s = 0.286. As was observed for K 0 S and Λ, for K * ± both models fail to describe the η cross section but in general CDM seems better than MEPS.
The comparison to CDM and MEPS models shows that no single model prediction or strangeness factor is able to describe all results.
The measurements of the Λ andΛ cross sections show that there is no evidence of baryon number transfer from the proton beam. 2.2 K * 0 and φ production Based on the data, an integrated luminosity of 50 pb −1 , recorded with the H1 detector. This analysis [4] was performed in photoproduction with the requirement of Q 2 < 1 GeV 2 . The reconstructed γp center-of-mass energy is required in the range 174 < W < 256 GeV, which corresponds to an average γp center-of-mass energy of < W >= 210 GeV.
The mesons are reconstructed using
The requirements on the charged tracks reconstructed in CJCs are p T > 0.15 GeV and |η| < 1.5. The meson candidates must satisfy 0.5 < p T < 7 GeV and |η| < 1. Clear K * 0 and φ signals are observed in the invariant mass distribution of K ± π ∓ and K + K − shown in Fig. 2 . After considering the acceptance correction obtained from the MC simulation, the inclusive non-diffractive photoproduction cross sections for K * 0 and φ mesons are found to be:
The data used in this analysis [5] Table 1 , which are consistent with the PDG values [6] for each resonance. 
100 ± 24
3 Charm production
The data used in this analysis [7] was collected with the H1 detector and corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 93 pb −1 . This analysis covers a kinematic region of small photon virtuality Q 2 < 2 GeV 2 and photon-proton center-of-mass energy of 100 < W < 285 GeV. The D * meson reconstructed from the decay chain D * → D 0 π s → (Kπ)π s was required to satisfy p T > 1.8 GeV and |η| < 1.5. The single differential cross-sections and the comparison to the NLO QCD calculation are given for p T (D * ) and η(D * ), which are shown in Fig. 4 . In general the NLO QCD calculation given in FMNR programme provides a reasonable description of data.
Excited charm and charm-strange production
The production of excited charm charm-strange mesons, The D s1 (2536) ± was detected in two decay modes,
For the first decay mode, the candidate was formed by combining each selected D * ± candidate with the K
S
candidates reconstructed in the same event. For the second decay mode, the candidate was formed by combining each selected untagged D 0 candidate with an additional track, assumed to be a kaon (K a ), with a charge opposite to that of particle taken as a kaon to form the D mesons(%). To search for the D * (2460) → D * ± π + π − decays, a D * (2460) candidate was formed by combining each selected D * ± with two additional tracks with opposite charges. No radially excited charm meson was observed in the mass spectrum of D * ± π + π − , the upper limit 0.4% at 95% confidence level is given, which is stronger than the 0.9% obtained by OPAL Collaboration [12] .
Beauty production

Beauty in dijet photoproduction using electrons
This analysis [13] was performed by the ZEUS collaboration in which the b quarks were tagged via semileptonic decays into electrons. The events with at least 2 jets with E Jet1(2) T > 7(6) GeV and |η Jet1(2) | < 2.5 were selected. Five discriminating variables, dE/dx, p rel T , E EMC /E CAL , ∆φ and E CAL /p track , sensitive to electron identification as well as to semileptonic decays, were combined in a likelihood fit to extract the fractions of events containing b quarks and those containing c quarks.
Differential Fig. 7 . The measurements are in agreement with PYTHIA LO+PS MC predictions scaled according to the fit and the NLO QCD predictions calculated with the FMNR programme. 
Beauty in dijet photoproduction using muons
Two very similar analyses were performed by the H1 and ZEUS collaborations [14, 15] using semileptonic muons in the final state to tag b quarks. In both analyses, photoproduction events with at least 2 jets with E Jet1(2) T > 7(6) GeV were selected. The muon candidates were reconstructed in the region −0.55 < η µ < 1.1 (H1) and −1.6 < η µ < 1.3 (ZEUS) and had to have a transverse momentum p and the impact parameter δ, where δ is defined as the point of closest approach in x − y of the track helix of the muon candidate with respect to the interaction point.
Differential cross sections as a function of different kinematic variables are shown in Fig. 8 (ZEUS) and Fig. 9 (H1) , respectively. Good agreement between data and NLO QCD predictions is observed, while the PYTHIA MC aslo describes the shapes well. In addition the differential cross section as a function of η µ was compared to previous measurements [16, 17] . The results are found to be in very good agreement.
[GeV] 
Beauty in dijet photoproduction using inclusive secondary vertexing
A dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 128 pb −1 was used in this analysis performed by the ZEUS collaboration [18] in photoproduction regime. The events containing at least 2 jets with p jet1(2) T > 7(6) GeV were selected. Exploiting the long lifetime of the B hadrons, a secondary vertexing technique was used to separate the beauty from charm and light flavors, in which secondary vertices were fitted from wellreconstructed tracks associated to jets. Subsequently the 2-dimensional decay length, d, was calculated as the distance in x-y between the secondary vertex and the beam spot, which was then projected onto the jet axis. In order to further improve the separation between signal and background, the decay length, d, was combined with the invariant mass, m vtx , of the tracks fitted to the corresponding secondary vertex. The beauty contribution was then determined from a χ 2 -fit of the beauty, charm and light flavor MC distributions to the data, simultaneously performed in all three m vtx bins.
Differential cross sections as a function of p jet T and η jet were measured and compared to the scaled PYTHIA MC predictions as well as to NLO QCD predictions calculated with the FMNR programme. Good agreement between the measurements and both predictions was observed. (pb/GeV) dσ/dp T (ep→ebX) dσ/dp The various H1 and ZEUS measurements using different experimental techniques are displayed in the summary plot (Fig. 11) 
Summary
The production cross sections of the strange mesons, K 0 S , Λ, K * ± , K * 0 and φ are measured inclusively. Meanwhile the differential cross sections as a function of kinematic variables are also measured, which is in reasonable agreement with the predictions of leading order MC predictions. The Λ-Λ asymmetry is found to be consistent with zero. The inclusive K The inclusive production of D * mesons in phtoproduction and the corresponding differential cross sections as a function of different kinematic variables are presented. The comparison to the NLO QCD calculation given by the FMNR programme shows that the NLO QCD calculation provides a reasonable description of data. The excited charm and charmstrange mesons were studied in both photoproduction and DIS regime. The fragmentation rates of c quarks hadronising as a given excited charm meson are measured, which are consistent with previous measurements.
The beauty production was measured using three different experimental techniques 
